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E7_94_A8_E8_8B_B1_E8_c96_221941.htm 51.My father likes to

____ the newspapers after supper.A. read B. look C. see D.

watch52.Drink some milk. It’s good ____ your health.A. of B. for

C. at D. to53.He doesn’t want ____ to you.A. speak B.speaks C.to

speak D. speaking54.Miss. Gao paid $30____the coat.A. for B.to C.

in D. at55.They have a dog. We____have a dog.A. too B.also C. so

D. however56.The Whites ____ a garden with beautiful roses.A. to

have B. has C. have D. having57.They have two houses,____ they

don’t have cars.A. so B. too C. but D. or58.The climate in Beijing

and Shanghai is the same.The climate changes____ between the two

cities.A. a little B. a little of C. very little D. small59.Spring

temperatures are different____autumn temperatures.A. to B. from

C. of D. in60.The cake smells and tastes very____ .A. well B. nicely

C. good D. better 61.Please look____ the pictures on the wall.A. at

B. to C. on D. /62.What____ he usually _____ every day?A. does,

do B.do, do C. does, does D. do, does63.The green apples are ____

beautiful than the red ones.A. most B. the most C. more D. the

more64.Bill likes to ____ apples _____ work in the morning.A. take,

to B.takes, to C.give, to D. gives, to65.The US is proud ____ its

apples.A. at B. for C. of D. to66.The book on the table is ____ .A.

my B. I C. mine D. me67.We want to read books____ music.A. of B.

at C. about D. off68.____ is something for you outside the door.A.

Their B. There C. These D. Those69.They often do their homework



at home,____they?A. aren’t B. are C. do D. don’t70.There is no

pills ____ make you happy.A. to B. for C. of D. about 71. ____to

school by bike is like _____ to school by bus.A. Go, go B. Going, go

C. Go, going D. Going, going72.The best way____ study English is

_____ read more.A. to, to B. for, for C. to, for D. for, to73.He

looked at Tom ____ amazement.A. at B. in C. of D. about74.They

haven’t ____ to each other for years.A. speak B. spoke C. spoken

D. speaking75.Do you believe the green garden ____ roses is

_____.A. with, hers B.with, her C.have, hers D. have, her 100Test 下
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